The 125th (2011 FALL) SEGJ CONFERENCE

Map around College Plaza

BY SHINKANSEN
Take the ‘Akita Shinkansen’ (秋田新幹線) to Akita St.: 270 min. from TOKYO St.
After arrival to AKITA St., take a walk (12min) or take bus to the ‘Koenmae’ (2min).
* Service has been restored on Akita Shinkansen after the 2011 Tohoku - Pacific Ocean Earthquake.
For the present time, Shinkansen train operation will be at a slower speed than normal, and trains will run on a special schedule. (Nomally 240min from TOKYO ST.)

BY AIR
The closest airport is AKITA Airport. 60−70 min. from TOKYO HANEDA Airport and 80 min. from OSAKA ITAMI Airport.
From Airport, take the ‘Akita Airport Limousin Bus’ (秋田空港リムジンバス) to AKITA St.: 25−40 min. from AKITA Airport St. (JPY 900).
After arrival to AKITA St., take a walk (12min) or take bus to the ‘KoenMae’ (2min).

For more information about Akita travel information, please visit the following website:  http://www.city.akita.akita.jp/en/sightseeing/access/